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iSYSTEM is now a member of E4Y
October 6, 2015 - iSYSTEM is now a member of E4Y - „Embedded For You“. E4Y is a
constantly growing network of small and mid-sized companies to jointly develop innovative
solutions for the embedded market. These companies bring together extensive tool,
engineering and test knowledge from within different embedded market segments. The
network is organized in several knowledge and technology clusters such as:
-

Implementation4You
Modeling4You
Testing4You
Research4You
Safety&Security4You

This network operates like a virtual company giving embedded system companies access to
engineering as well as test services and product know-how. By focusing on collaborative
research and engineering, solutions for specific customer needs are created and offered to
the market. A win-win situation for both customers and E4Y members.
“iSYSTEM joined E4Y to offer our customers engineering and testing services as well as
products and methods training in combination with iSYSTEM tools. Together with the E4Y
members it is now possible for iSYSTEM to immediately provide such services without the
need of internal or additional iSYSTEM resources. testIDEA which is iSYSTEM’s on-target
test product is a good example. It enables embedded software test on a real target without
instrumenting the code. That sounds exciting, increases the depth of testing and is highly
recommended within functional safety standards. However, using this approach efficiently
within a process, requires additional know-how and training. Based on their extensive testing
experience, professional test houses know very well how a customer may benefit from such
an approach. Companies offering this service are part of E4Y and can at the same time use
this approach to further extend their testing services. It is those synergies among the E4Y
members which ultimately benefit the customer as well as the E4Y member companies.
In addition iSYSTEM sees potential to carry out funded projects which combine the
capabilities of the different E4Y companies and which ultimately result in new and even
better products.", says Erol Simsek, CEO of iSYSTEM.
Internet
www.embedded4you.com/
www.isystem.com

The Embedded Software Tools Company
About iSYSTEM
iSYSTEM is a privately held company headquartered in Germany, close to Munich with an
R&D and Production center close to Ljubljana, Slovenia. Since its foundation in 1986,
iSYSTEM is an independent manufacturer and provider of embedded software debugging,
analysis and test tools. iSYSTEM’ s Software and Blue Box Technology stand for fast and
easy single and multi-core processor hardware access via any kind of debug interface. No
matter whether one is developing, debugging or testing embedded software on a real
hardware, iSYSTEM’ s solutions work for you. The flexible integration and application of
iSYSTEM solutions within the entire development process is enabled by open and public
interfaces (APIs) that also allow engineers to automate timing analysis and testing. iSYSTEM
maintains long standing and close relationships with all major semiconductor, operating
system and compiler companies worldwide. This guarantees quick tool availability and the
highest level of integration.
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About Embedded4You (E4Y)
E4Y offers its partners a common marketing platform and enables the customer to get
access to the core competencies of all partners at the same time. By focusing on
collaborative research and engineering, joint solutions for specific customer needs are
created and offered to the market. In front of a customer it is key, that one network partner
represents all the other partner solutions simultaneously. Thus, the customer has access to a
complete range of methods, tools and services for its embedded software, hardware and
system development from one source. With its foundation Embedded4You Engineering UG
took over major E4Y network management tasks, sales support and the organization of
congresses, trade fairs as well as the coordination of the entire public relations.
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